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Liu Juan took her hand and clapped between her hands while her eyes still had
lingering tears in them. If it would be in the past, then Liu Ruolan's heart would have
softened and ached for her little sister but now all these seemed to be fake to her.
Give her a second chance to rectify her mistake?
Liu Ruolan got to know from their boss what Liu Juan's second chance was.
Run away from here and get her freedom from this life!
Run away with her again?
Liu Ruolan would be stupid if she would be believed Liu Juan again and fell into the
trap of another Mr. Jin but she would be considered smart if she pretended to believe
Li Juan and would do the things as their boss wished. Then not only she would teach a
lesson to Liu Juan and get back Bo Xiao but this time, he would be under her control.
"What do you mean, Juan?" Liu Ruolan came out of her pleased thoughts and looked
at her.

Seeing that her big sister was ready to hear out her plans, Liu Juan sighed in relief
which meant that her big sister was ready to give her another chance. She immediately
told her plan without any hesitation, "Big Sis, this…place is not safe for us, we need to
get away from here before we lose our lives here."
Hearing this, Liu Ruolan narrowed her eyes, of course, Liu Juan noticed her
expression and continued to explain her plans hurriedly as she knew that she had
messed up before so obviously it would be difficult for Liu Ruolan to trust Lu Juan
blindly this time.
"Big Sister, you don't know but this place is full of danger and our lives could end
anytime. You won't believe it but I have seen through my own eyes how our team
members have killed our team's other members without any hesitation just to have
their position and power. In fact, some of them came after me. Luckily, I saved myself
but they could come after you as well. Big Sister, I have lost you once, I don't want to
lose you again. Big Sister, believe me. This time, I have planned it thoroughly. I won't
let anyone hurt you again. I promise, just believe me this once." Liu Juan was looking

at Liu Ruolan in anticipation.
Hearing her words, Liu Ruolan's mind went back to her conversation with their boss.
****
"I have said all I wanted to, you can go now and wait for your little sister to come to
you." The man flashed a crooked smile and leaned back in his wing chair crossing one
of his legs over the other to wait for the good show to take place.
Liu Ruolan turned towards the man and mustered up the courage to ask, "I...have a
question to ask…"
The man raised his brows intriguingly and waited for her to continue. Liu Ruolan got
the hint and continued, "Why do you think Liu Juan wants to take me with her when
she could have easily left alone?"
Liu Juan had run away alone leaving her behind before so she could have done it again.
Why bother to come here and take Liu Ruolan with her?
Well, it was Liu Ruolan who thought that Liu Juan had run away but the reality was
different which she still didn't know, and neither the man would bother to tell her nor
he would tell her that Liu Juan's real intention was to take her away to keep her life
safe. Instead, the man would tell her a different thing.
"She doesn't want to take you, she just wants to use you as she did before. I hope you
still remember that night, don't you?" The man knew that Liu Ruolan hated Liu Juan
for the reason in which Liu Juan wasn't at any fault. Instead, she was the victim who
had suffered far worse than Liu Ruolan. However, Liu Ruolan didn't know this thing
and mistook Liu Jua n. Nevertheless, they were still sisters who not only shared the
same bloodline but also the same face which could weaken Liu Ruolan's will to hurt
her little sister. Though Liu Ruolan wanted to get rid of Liu Juan, she never meant to
kill her little sister but now the man's words had a different impact on her.
Hearing this, Liu Ruolan's body stiffened as if someone had poured cold water on her.
Of course, how could she forget that night?
So Liu Juan wanted to use her to save herself.
****
The more Liu Ruolan heard Liu Juan, the more she found their boss's words true and

her hatred for Liu Juan had now reached a different level that Liu Ruolan couldn't wait
to rip Liu Juan's head out.
Later, Liu Juan informed her of her plan with Bo Xiao and her plan for their lives after
getting their freedom.
Liu Juan had really planned everything thoroughly this time.
After hearing enough of Liu Juan's words, Liu Ruolan finally said those words which
Liu Juan was dying to hear out "Alright, Juan! Let's do it as you have planned and
get freedom from this life."

